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Abandon by Meg Cabot
Point, 2011. ISBN 9780545284103. $17.99. 304 p.

Pierce drowned. Even though
others tell her it was just a
hallucination, Pierce knows
that what she saw when she
died was real. Besides that,
John Hayden, the ruler of the
Underworld, keeps showing
up right when she needs him
most, and Pierce doesn‘t understand why he is so interested in saving her life. A trip
to the cemetery sexton‘s office helps her realize that she
is a modern day Persephone.
Just as her fear for John begins to turn into love, John‘s

enemies attack. In order to
save Pierce‘s life, John takes
her back to where their story
started, the Underworld.
Abandon, book one in Meg
Cabot‘s Abandon Trilogy,
puts a new spin on an old
myth. Cabot steadily gives
readers pieces of the puzzle as
the plot moves through present and past events. Although the book is mostly
setting up the next book in the
trilogy, it is entertaining and
worth the read. The characters
are real and relatable. The

story is told in first person
allowing the reader to really
connect with Pierce and understand her thoughts and
actions. Abandon is a perfect
read for girls ages 15–18, but
would also be enjoyable for
readers as young as 13.
Reviewer: Whitney Troxel
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction; Juvenile Fiction
Subject: Supernatural; High
Schools; Persephone (Greek
deity); Books—Reviews

Al Capone Does My Shirts by Gennifer Choldenko
G. P. Putnam‘s Sons, 2004. ISBN 9780756970208. $15.00. 225 p.

Matthew ―Moose‖ Flanagan‘s
family moves to the ―Devil‘s
Island‖ a.k.a. Alcatraz. Mr.
and Mrs. Flannagan both
work, leaving thirteen-yearold Moose to care for his
older, autistic sister, Natalie
who the family is trying to
have accepted to the Esther P.
Marinoff school. After Natalie is twice denied admittance
to the Marinoff school Moose
enlists Piper, the prison warden‘s mischievous daughter,
to deliver a letter to Al

―Scarface‖ Capone asking for
his help. A week later Moose
finds a piece of paper in his
newly convict-laundered shirt
with the word ―done‖ scribbled on it. Natalie is accepted
to the Esther P. Marinoff
school.
Set in a time when very
little was known about autism, Choldenko explores the
emotions of the Flannagan
family members as they struggle to deal with the fact that
while Natalie grows physi-
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cally each year, her mental
and emotional abilities progress more slowly. The Alcatraz setting is key to the plot
and provides unique situations
for the story to move forward.
The target audience for this
book is ages 10-13.
Reviewer: Lorianne Ouderkirk
Reading Level:
Rating:
Genre:
Subject:
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Beyonders by Brandon Mull
Aladdin, 2011. ISBN 9781416997924. $19.99. 496 p.

Jason Walker is working at
the zoo when he hears strange
music coming from the hippo
tank. Jason accidentally falls
into the tank and is swallowed
by the hippo. Instead of entering the hippo‘s stomach, Jason enters a new world where
the people are ruled by Maldor, a tyrannical wizard emperor. While searching for a
way home, Jason opens a
forbidden book that puts him
on a quest to find a magical
word that will destroy Maldor. Rachel, a girl from his
world, joins Jason on his mission and together they gather
each piece of the word. Jason
is captured by Maldor‘s men
and he uses the magic word
against Maldor, but with no

effect. Maldor reveals that he
created that mission as a diversion for his oppressors.
With the help of a friend,
Jason escapes Maldor‘s prison
and returns back to his world.
Mull‘s story is full of action, intrigue, deception, and
suspense. Both Jason and
Rachel are characters that
many readers would relate to
easily because of their believable responses to each other
and to their predicament.
Compared to Mull‘s previous
work—the Fablehaven series
and The Candy Shop War—
Mull has created a more mature and intricate piece of
literature. Beyonders ranks up
with such series as The Dark
Is Rising, Prydain Chronicles,

and the Inheritance Cycle in
creating a lasting impression
on fantasy literature. Beyonders is set up to be a trilogy with the second book,
Seeds of Rebellion, scheduled
to come out in March 2012.
Reviewer: Tessa McMillan
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction; Fantasy Fiction
Subject: Wizards; Heroes;
Magic; Books—Reviews

Bumped by Megan McCafferty
HarperCollins Publisher, 2011. ISBN 978006196274513. $16.99. 336 p.

In a world where a virus
makes people incapable of
having children after age 18,
16-year-old Melody should be
pregnant by now. Harmony,
Melody‘s twin, should be
too—pregnant and married.
Having been separated at
birth, the twins were raised in
completely opposite surroundings: Melody by an
upscale family in the city and
Harmony in a highly religious
community in the country.
When Harmony flees her
home to find Melody, a wellintentioned mix-up results in
reinforcing the twins‘ questions and doubts about the
‗preggy‘ futures they are expected to pursue.

In Bumped, McCafferty
explores a future world where
teen pregnancy is not only
accepted but promoted and
rewarded in uncomfortably
familiar ways. Replete with
witty satire and dialogue,
Bumped turns what could be a
depressing and shock-factor
driven plot into a riveting
story that is both entertaining
and frightening. McCafferty
handles the prevalent sexual
themes of this dystopian romance by avoiding explicit
scenes. Instead, McCafferty
promotes the idea that a society obsessed with getting
pregnant would have no reservations in talking about it.
Bumped could make for good

discussion about teen roles in
society, the power of advertising, and other moral themes
(religious and not). The sequel, Thumped, is scheduled
for release in 2012.
Reviewer: Lauren McMullan
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction
Subject: Teen Pregnancy;
Infertility; Choice; BooksReviews
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Bunheads by Sophie Flack
Poppy, 2011. ISBN 9780316126533. $17.99. 304 p.

Hannah Ward has dreamed
about being a ballerina her
entire life. After dancing with
the Manhattan Ballet for three
years, Hannah still hasn‘t had
a star role, so she works extra
hard hoping she will be noticed. However, Hannah
meets a musician named
Jacob who introduces her
to a world beyond the
stage. Hannah eventually
gets the solo she‘s always
longed for but decides that
being a ―bunhead‖ is not
what she wants after all
and leaves the company.

Bunheads gives the reader a
fabulous behind-the-scenes
look at the life of a professional dancer. The book is
written in present tense which
allows the reader to experience
things with the main character.
Even though dance is an import a n t a s p e c t t o t h e
s t o r y, r e a d e r s d o n ‘ t
have to be dancers to
u n d e r s t a n d i t . Th e p r e s e n c e o f s o m e mo d e r a t e
t o s e v e r e l a n gu a g e
should be noted.

Reviewer: Whitney Troxel
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction; Romance
Subject: Ballet; Manhattan;
Dating; Books—Reviews

Cleopatra’s Moon by Vicky Alvear Shecter
Arthur A. Levine Books, 2011. ISBN 9780545221306. $18.99. 351 p.

She was named Cleopatra
Selene, but the Romans
shorten it to Selene concealing the fact that she is the
orphan daughter of Cleopatra
and Marcus Antonius. Now
forced to live in the house of
Octavianus, the Roman ruler
who killed her parents, Cleopatra Selene is determined to
be queen of Egypt and never
forgets her mother‘s legacy or
her goddess, Isis. Despite the
Romans‘ hatred of her
mother, Cleopatra Selene
educates herself in politics
and resolutely practices her
Egyptian religion so she will
be prepared to resume her
royal destiny when the time is
right. But when she falls in
love with two young men,

each offering her a different
path to the throne, Cleopatra
Selene must decide if she will
follow in her mother‘s path or
make her own way.
Bringing to life the little
known story of Cleopatra
Selene, it is obvious that
Shecter has researched this
time period. Meticulously
describing the clothing, customs, and events happening at
this time, Shecter weaves
together an impressive story
with this debut novel about a
young, tenacious girl. Although the story begins by
giving a lot of background
information about life in Egpyt, the narrative really picks
up once Celopatra Selene
arrives in Rome. Cleopatra

Selene entertainingly tests the
boundaries between rebelling
against Octavianus‘ household and charming them to
get what she wants—truly
inheriting her mother‘s intrigue and determination.
Readers will enjoy the romantic theme and the historic
context of ancient Rome and
Egypt.
Reviewer: Diana Harter
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction; Historical Romance
Subject: Books—Reviews
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Desert Elephants by Helen Cowcher; illustrated by Helen Cowcher
Farrar Straus Giroux, 2011. ISBN 9780374317744. $16.99. 40 p.

Herds of desert elephants in
Mali, West Africa, follow the
same migration route they
have traveled for thousands of
years. Every year, these animals follow their instincts and
migrate as many as 300 miles
to get to lifesaving water. The
native Dogon, Fulnai, and
Tuareg people live peaceably
with the elephants and understand they are dependent on
the same water resources.
However, increased colonization threatens the elephants
who are easily disturbed by
automobiles and tourists who
want to get a closer look at
them. This book emphasizes
the need for cooperation
among native residents, new
settlers, and visiting tourists
in order for these desert elephants to survive.

Cowcher‘s informative
text and realistic color illustrations unite to emphasize
the unity needed to solve this
challenging situation. The two
-page spread—depicting two
elephants with trunks intertwined and a native wearing
an emblem showing interlocking hands—is particularly
poignant. This book could be
used for lessons on animal
instincts, animal migration,
conservation, cooperation,
and technology. The inside
front and back covers contain
a map of the elephants‘ circular migration route. There are
also two pages of answers to
questions such as ―Who are
the Dogon, Fulani, and Tuareg peoples?‖, ―How can
elephants sense rain falling a
long way off?‖, and ―Why is

the local desert radio important?‖ Websites for foundations which collect donations
to help protect desert elephants and to help native
people through charitable
activities are also included.
Reviewer: Sandra L. Tidwell
Reading Level: Preschool;
Primary
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Informative; Informational Books
Subject: Desert Elephants;
Conservation—Mali, West
Africa; Animal Migration;
Books—Reviews

Fablehaven by Brandon Mull; illustrated by Brandon Dorman
Shadow Mountain, 2006. ISBN 9781590385814. $19.95. 368 p.

Kendra and Seth are sent to
stay the summer on Grandpa
Sorenson‘s preserve, Fablehaven. On this preserve, very
odd and magical creatures
inhabit the grounds such as
centaurs, fairies, trolls, and a
gigantic cow. The preserve is
relatively safe, except for on
Midsummer‘s Eve. Even
after taking several precautions, Seth is tricked into
letting demons into his
grandparents‘ house.
Grandpa Sorenson is kidnapped and the evil creatures wreak havoc to the
house. It is up to the children to regain control of the
creatures on the preserve,
find their grandfather, set
their Grandma Sorenson
free from a spell, and recapture an evil witch.

Mull‘s story is imaginatively written with great characters and a well-paced, exciting storyline. Kendra and Seth
definitely represent a realistic
brother and sister relationship
in the story. Plus when put
into a problematic situation,
they realistically go through
many trials and errors to find
a solution. Fans of the Harry
Potter, Alchemist, Percy Jackson, and Ranger‘s Apprentice
series will enjoy this new
world where mystical creatures and magical artifacts
take center stage. At the end
of the book there is a reading
guide that parents, teachers,
and librarians can use to better direct their readers. Fablehaven is an addictive introduction to Mull‘s five book
series. The next book in the

series is Fablehaven: Rise of
the Evening Star.
Reviewer: Tessa McMillan
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Young Adult
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction; Fantasy Fiction
Subject: Brothers and Sisters;
Grandparents; Magic;
Books—Reviews
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Floors by Carman Patrick; illustrated by Christ Turnham
Scholastic Press, 2011. ISBN 9780545255196. !16.99. 261 p.

Leo Fillmore and his father,
Clarence, are the maintenance
men at the Whippet Hotel—
the most unique building in
the entire world. Each floor
and room has its own unique
design and secrets. When Mr.
Whippet goes missing, Leo
begins to find mysterious
boxes that have been left for
him. The contents of the
boxes lead Leo on a spectacular adventure to hidden rooms
in the hotel. His adventure
intensifies as the hotel starts
to fall apart. After Leo retrieves all four boxes from the
hidden rooms, Merganzer

Whippet returns to make Leo
the new owner and caretaker
of the Whippet Hotel.
Floors is a great book for
readers of all ages. The descriptions in the book allows
the reader‘s imagination to
take control. The Whippet
Hotel is as limitless as the
reader‘s imagination. The
story is similar to Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory, but is
still unique. Readers can
never be quite sure what crazy
room will be on the next page,
but they can be certain that it
will be an adventure.

Reviewer: Whitney Troxel
Reading Level: Primary;
Intermediate; Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction; Adventure
Subject: Hotels; Ducks; Architecture; Books—Reviews

Forever by Maggie Stiefvater
Scholastic Press, 2011. ISBN 9780545259088. $17.99. 386 p.

The wolves are in danger
once again. Tom Culpeper is
setting up a hunt to completely annihilate the pack. If
he succeeds, then Sam will
lose everything. Sam desperately searches for Grace, who
is now a wolf, to at least keep
her safe from the hunt. Once
she is found and returns to her
human form, Sam makes a
plan to save the other wolves:
he will turn back into a wolf
and lead the pack to a new
location. Although not all the
wolves survive the flight, the
remainder is finally safe. Sam
and Grace set off to cure
Grace so they can be together
forever.

Forever, the last book in
the Wolves of Mercy Falls
series, keeps the reader turning pages. Each chapter is
written from the perspective
of one of the four main characters. The change in perspectives keeps the reader interested and allows the reader to
see all sides of the characters.
Forever brings the series to a
satisfying close and allows
the reader to answer the question ―What happens next?‖ for
himself/herself. This book is
recommended for more mature readers due to the presence of some mild language
and one fade-to-black sex
scene.

Reviewer: Whitney Troxel
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Fiction; Romance
Subject: Werewolves; High
Schools; Books—Reviews
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Franklin and Winston: A Christmas That Changed the World
by Douglas Wood; illustrated by Barry Moser
Candlewick, 2011. ISBN 9780763633837. $16.99. 32 p.

What would Christmas in
1941 have been like in America right after World War II
started? What would Christmas have been like for President Roosevelt? How would
he comfort the American
people? In this book, we read
how Winston Churchill traveled to Washington D.C. to
help his friend, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, rebuild hope and
formulate actions for the war.
This Christmas season was
busy for both leaders as both
attended press conferences,
and Winston met with the
U.S. Congress to advise and
comfort everyone in a public
radio broadcast. Together they
worked on the Allies‘ plan to
end the war. Despite the high

tension, Roosevelt and Churchill still managed to crack
jokes in press conferences,
take walks around the
White House grounds, and
attend Mrs. Roosevelt‘s
Christmas feast.
This is not a Christmas
story; rather it is a story that
takes place at Christmas. Both
men are equally portrayed
throughout the story; however, the details about Churchill that are what is most
memorable. Moser‘s watercolors captured the emotions
of both Roosevelt and Churchill nicely and were a choice
medium to illustrate the mood
of this historic Christmas. The
story is full of historical information that may only appeal

to a reader who likes WWII
history, Roosevelt, or Churchill. However, with some
WWII knowledge beforehand,
this story illustrates how two
great leaders came together to
strengthen personal relationship and develop war plans
during a difficult time.
Reviewer: Diana Harter
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Historical Fiction;
Christmas
Subject: Books—Reviews

Harry Houdini: The Legend of the World’s Greatest Escape Artist
by Janice Weaver; illustrated by Chris Lane
Abrams Books for Young Readers, 2011. ISBN 9781419700149. $18.95. 48 p.

After moving to the United
States from Hungry, a young
Ehrich Weiss—who renamed
himself Harry Houdini—
leaves home to help his struggling family. He gains employment in New York City,
but on the side Harry starts a
magic show with a friend and
then later with his brother,
Dash. While performing on
Coney Island, Harry meets
Bess and they are quickly
married. Together, they travel
the country performing
Harry‘s magic show routines.
After several tough years, a
successful promoter hires the
Houdinis and advises Harry to
make his routine about escaping from locks. From this
change, Harry starts his suc-

cessful career as a world renowned escape artist. On
Halloween of 1926, Harry
dies of a ruptured appendix.
Weaver creates a wellcrafted and insightful biography of Harry Houdini.
Weaver also includes excerpts
about other people and events
to help readers better understand the time period he lived
in. However, there are some
set-backs to the book. Using
―Legend‖ in the title denotes
that even though this is presented as history, some of the
material in the book is
unlikely to be untrue. Yet the
book seems to be based in
fact. Readers may wonder if
this is a true biography. Also,
the illustrations by Chris

Lane, though they are well
done, do more to distract from
the main story than to complement it. Otherwise, the
content itself is fascinating
and will create renewed interest about Harry Houdini.
Reviewer: Tessa McMillan
Reading Level: Primary;
Intermediate
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Informative; Biographies
Subject: Magic; Books—
Reviews
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Icefall by Matthew J. Kirby
Scholastic Press, 2011. ISBN 9780545274241. 417.99. 321 p.

Trapped in a hidden fortress,
Solveig and her siblings,
along with and an army of
warriors sent to protect them,
wait for the news of their
father‘s victory at battle. To
help ease the drudgery of the
long winter that awaits them,
Solveig becomes an apprentice to Alric, her father‘s
skald. As she learns the art of
storytelling, she slowly begins
to realize some of the strength
she has within herself. As
winter progresses, it becomes
clear that a traitor is in their
midst. Most of the army is
poisoned, leaving only a

handful of people left to protect the king‘s children. Just
as messengers arrive to tell of
the king‘s victory, their enemies entrap them. With their
army severely depleted they
become prisoners. Solveig
uses her new found strength
to save those she cares about
most.
Icefall is written for all
audiences and is a very entertaining read. It has action,
adventure, mystery, romance,
etc. Although the plot is a bit
predictable, the character
development is phenomenal.
Readers will come to love the

characters as they change and
grow throughout the book.
The book is written in present
tense so readers experience
the story with the characters.
This book is recommended
for readers about age 10 and
older.
Reviewer: Whitney Troxel
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Young Adult
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Fiction; Fantasy
Subject: Storytelling; Winter;
Thor; Books—Reviews

Livvie Owen Lived Here by Sarah Dooley
Feiwel and Friends, 2010. ISBN 9780312612535. $16.99. 240 p.

Livvie and her family have
lived in almost every rentable
house in Nabor. Although her
struggles with autism cause
concerned landowners to evict
her family, Livvie refuses to
live anywhere but the town
she has grown up in. When
her family once more faces
eviction, she is certain there is
a way for her family to return
to the yellow house of her
childhood. Finding that the
sign on the house reads
‗Condemned‘ rather than ‗For
Rent,‘ all of her sorrow and
fear culminate in a tantrum,

allowing her to release the
pain she has been feeling and
emerge with a new plan to
help her family.
Dooley, a special needs
educator, constructs a novel
through the eyes of Livvie,
the autistic middle daughter
of the Owen family. Her narrative is fascinating and wonderfully insightful. The author
opens readers‘ eyes to the
world of children with special
needs that is so often overlooked and misunderstood.
With numerous characters to
fall in love with; multiple

issues to discuss with students, family, or friends; and
insights that shed a new light
on the way we think and view
those with disabilities, this
debut novel will not disappoint readers of any age.
Reviewer: Lauren McMullan
Reading Level:
Rating:
Genre:
Subject:
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Slayers by C. J. Hill
Feiwell and Friends, 2011. ISBN 9780312614140. $16.99. 384 p.

Tori had hoped that going to
Dragon Camp would help her
finally understand her strange
fascination with dragons, but
she didn‘t expect to discover
that dragons are real, and
someone is planning to use
them over-throw Washington,
D.C. The only the Slayers,
knights with special abilities
that allow them to fight dragons, can stop this plan; and
Tori is one of them. Tori‘s
gift allows the Slayers to discover the location of some
dragon eggs, and they prepare
to attack. However, their plan
goes horribly wrong because
Overdrake knew they were
coming. They return to camp,

lucky to be alive, and start to
prepare for their next battle.
Slayers is the first book in
what is planned to become a
trilogy. The story captures
readers‘ interest from page
one and holds it until the very
end. The characters are real
and multi-dimensional. The
heroes and villains are good
or bad, not because of who
they are but because of the
choices they make. The plot
allows readers to figure out
key parts on their own, but
still brings many surprises.
Slayers is an excellent read
recommended for readers age
ten and up.

Reviewer: Whitney Troxel
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction; Fantasy
Subject: Dragons; Teenagers;
Summer Camp; Books—
Reviews

The Candy Shop War by Brandon Mull
Shadow Mountain, 2007. ISBN 9781590387832. $18.95. 416 p.

A new ice cream and candy
shop has opened for business
and four friends—Nate, Summer, Trevor, and Pigeon—are
naturally interested in the
establishment. After several
visits, the owner, Mrs. White,
decides to share with them
some treats she keeps in the
back. It isn‘t the usual candy.
This candy gives the children
magical powers, such as the
ability to defy gravity or be
unbreakable. But to earn this
candy, Mrs. White enlists the
children into doing some
strange tasks, such as steal
certain items. The children
begin to question Mrs. White
and her motives. In breaking

their deal with Mrs. White,
the children get mixed up in a
magicians‘ war. Only with
their clever use of the magical
candy can they help end it.
Mull has created an enchanting and tantalizing read
with The Candy Shop War.
The four friends grow and
progress realistically as they
see the deception through the
sweets. Instead of letting go
of the problems they created,
they take responsibility for
their actions—even to the
point of sacrificing themselves to make things right.
Few books today showcase
this honest progression from
innocence to maturity. Mull

does it splendidly while adding immense suspense and
drive to the story. This book
can be a helpful resource to
teachers, librarians, and parents as they use the reading
guide at the end to spark conversation and lesson plans
about the book. Mull is in the
works to write a sequel.
Reviewer: Tessa McMillan
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Young Adult
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction; Adventure
Stories
Subject: Magic; Candy;
Friendship; Books—Reviews
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The Flint Heart by Katherine Paterson and John Paterson; illustrated by John Rocco
Candlewick, 2011. ISBN 9780763647124. $19.99. 304 p.

A long time ago in the land of
Dartmoor, a mystery man
named Fum was paid to make
a charm that would give a
man great power but would
make him mean and hardhearted. Fum reluctantly
made the charm, a flint heart,
and the man who paid him for
it quickly became chief of the
village. He became so mean,
however, that Fum made sure
the charm was buried with the
chief so no one would find it
again. Several thousand years
later, the heart is found by
Billy Jago. The once sweet

and loving father becomes
cruel and power hungry.
Charles Jago and his little
sister, Unity, seek the help of
the fairies to return their father to normal. The Great
Zagabog tells them how to
destroy the flint heart and
bring peace and happiness
back to Dartmoor.
The Flint Heart is the perfect transition book between
picture books and novels. The
book is separated into chapters but still has beautifully
illustrated pictures. The story
is light-hearted and fun with

fairies, talking animals, and
happy endings. The Flint
Heart is entertaining for readers of all ages and makes a
great bedtime story.
Reviewer: Whitney Troxel
Reading Level: Preschool;
Primary; Intermediate; Young
Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction; Fantasy
Subject: Fairies and Pixies;
Magic; Children; Books—
Reviews

The Grimm Legacy by Polly Shulman
G.P. Putnam‘s Sons, 2010. ISBN 9780399250965. $16.99. 336 p.

Elizabeth Rew does not know
what to do. She is having a
hard time making friends at
her new school and her home
life is not really happy. So
when her social studies
teacher suggests she apply for
a job at the New York Circulating Material Repository,
Elizabeth takes it. The repository is like a library, except
instead of books it offers objects like costumes and
dishes. After she is employed,
Elizabeth hears about the
Grimm Collection. The
Grimm Collection includes
items such as magic mirrors,
seven league boots, and mermaid combs. But several of
these items are secretly being

replaced with fakes. Elizabeth—along with three of her
new friends and co-workers—
work together to discover the
patrons and the librarian who
are stealing the real artifacts
and return them back to the
collection.
Shulman‘s book is a fresh,
fun, and unique way of incorporating Grimm‘s fairytales
into a modern day setting.
Elizabeth is a well-developed
and likeable character. In the
story you can see her progression from being an insecure
girl into a confident young
woman. The dialogue is crisp,
realistic, and witty. Such special collections do exist,
though not magical, and this

book can be a good introduction to readers about such
places. Also, teachers can use
this book in helping students
identify which items in the
Shulman‘s book go with
which Grimm fairytale. This
is a must-read for anyone who
enjoys fairytale-based books.
Reviewer: Tessa McMillan
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction; Fantasy Fiction
Subject: Folklore; Adventure
and Adventurers; New York
(N.Y.); Books—Reviews
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Children‘s Book and Play

The Loser’s Guide to Life and Love
by A. E. Cannon; illustrated by Edith and Clement Hurd.
HarperTeen, 2008. ISBN 9780061128462. $16.99 256 p.

The annual Midsummer Eve‘s
celebration is just around the
corner, and boring Ed McIff
fears that the most interesting
person he has to invite is his
equally boring friend, Quark.
Ed‘s party plans are jeopardized when Ellie, visiting town
for the summer, comes in the
video store where he works
and asks him if his name is
Sergio, the name on his handme-down name tag. Ed, smitten by Ellie‘s beauty, decides
to take a chance and play the
part of Sergio—Sergio from
Brazil who speaks Portuguese—but his antics catch up
with him when Ellie‘s Portuguese speaking brother-in-law
pays him a visit. To further
complicate his ordinary, boring life, Ed finds out that

Quark likes Ed‘s best friend,
Scout, but Scout likes Ed, and
Ed thinks he likes Ellie but
discovers that he really likes
Scout, which upsets Quark
until he meets Ellie.
The Loser’s Guide to Life
and Love is targeted to the
young adult audience but
would be interesting to anyone who went through awkward, self-conscious teenage
years. The book is divided
into sections by date counting
down to the Midsummer
Eve‘s celebration with each
section divided into subsections that rotate through different characters‘ points-ofview, giving the reader multiple versions of the same scenarios. The story takes place
in Salt Lake City, Utah, and

incorporates many wellknown landmarks adding
interest to those familiar
with Salt Lake City. There
is some mention of Mormon culture as a side note
to explain language abilities of some characters.
Reviewer: Lorianne Ouderkirk
Reading Level: Young Adult
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Fiction; Contemporary Realistic Fiction
Subject: Teenage Relationships; Friendship; Books—
Reviews

The Pied Piper of Hamelin
by Michael Morpurgo; illustrated by Emma Chichester Clark.
Candlewick, 2011. ISBN 9780763648244. $16.99. 64 p.

Told from the perspective of a
crippled orphan boy, this
story is a fresh take on the
classic fairytale of the Pied
Piper. Hamelin town is a
mess! Not only are the streets
dirty, but the people themselves are mean and selfish.
When the rats arrive, no one
knows what to do since nothing can scare them away. The
main character is able to fend
off rats with his crutch, which
gives him the official title of
―rat boy.‖ In his new role, ―rat
boy‖ is among the first to
meet the Pied Piper who offers a simple proposition to
get rid of the rats. When the
town‘s greed gets in their way

to pay the Pied Piper, he uses
his flute to teach the town a
lesson.
Award-winning illustrator
Clark uses colorful drawings
inspired by European folk art
to create a happy version of
the story. As a result, even the
millions of rats covering the
town are not scary in these
illustrations. Morpurgo also
does a masterful job in turning this classic fairytale into a
lighter story which teaches
the importance of keeping
promises and not being selfish. And don‘t worry! This
retelling also has a better
ending than the original story.
Readers should be aware of

the length of the story. While
this is a perfect bedtime story,
each page is full of words,
which could make this difficult to read to a younger
child. However, the story
itself is charming and definitely worth reading.
Reviewer: Diana Harter
Reading Level: Preschool;
Primary
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Informative; Fairy
Tales
Subject: Fairytale; Books—
Reviews
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The Silence of Murder by Dandi Dayley Mackall
Alfred A. Knopf, 2011. ISBN 9780375868962. $16.99. 336 p.

Hope Long is truly feeling
hopeless. She knows her
brother, Jeremy, did not murder Coach Johnson. Yet everyone accuses Jeremy because
he is mentally disabled and a
selective mute. Because of his
silence, Hope is the only person who will defend and protect her brother. With the help
of her friend T.J. and the sheriff‘s son, Chase, Hope
searches for clues to prove
Jeremy‘s innocence. Along
the way, she discovers Jeremy‘s real father and finds
that love can even be found
even during a murder trial.
Mackall has created an
enthralling, realistic, and captivating mystery that will

have readers up all night
wanting to know the end.
Mackall‘s description of Jeremy is beautifully depicted in
showcasing the innocence and
intelligence of children with
mental disabilities. Mackell‘s
description of Hope is completely and refreshingly
grounded in reality. Hope
doesn‘t develop into a worldclass detective. She is just a
sister wanting to free her
brother and makes realistic
mistakes along the way. This
book reveals that a moment of
stupidity can create everlasting consequences but goes
further than most young adult
mystery books to exhibit the
full results of those conse-

quences. The Silence of Murder is a ground-breaking
achievement that will make
readers anxiously anticipate
what Mackall will write next.
Reviewer: Tessa McMillan
Reading Level:
Rating:
Genre:
Subject:

The White Giraffe by Lauren St. John; illustrated by David Dean
Dial Books for Young Readers, 2007. ISBN 9780142411520. $16.99. 208 p.

Eleven-year-old Martine
learns she has a gift to communicate with and heal animals. When Martine‘s parents
are killed in a house fire, she
is sent to live with her grandmother who runs a wildlife
reserve in Africa. While
grieving for her parents and
adapting to a new life, Martine learns that she has a gift
that allows her to heal and
make friends with the animals
on the reserve. When Martine‘s befriends a white giraffe who is captured by
poachers, she and her grandmother race to save the giraffe
before he is illegally shipped
out of the country.

The short chapters, fastpaced plot, and believable
characters make this an appealing book for children who
are confident readers but are
still looking for an easy-toread chapter book. The plot
draws the reader in as the
author hints at mystery and
secrets surrounding Martine‘s
grandmother and the wildlife
reserve. Death and loneliness
are handled in a believable
but subtle way as the story
focuses on Martine‘s growth
in confidence and ability. The
balance of emotion, adventure, and a beautiful location
help sell the idea of an elevenyear-old who can communi-

cate with and heal animals
while having adventures that
exceed the abilities of a typical child that age. This is the
first book in a series that children and parents can enjoy
together.
Reviewer: Susan Julian
Reading Level:
Rating:
Genre:
Subject:
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Time Stops for No Mouse by Michael Hoeye
G. P. Putnam‘s Sons, 2000. ISBN 9780142409848. $16.99. 272 p.

Hermux Tantamoq, expert
watchmaker, is a mouse who
enjoys the simple things. His
world is turned topsy-turvy
when the beautiful pilot Linka
Perflinger comes to his shop.
When she disappears, twitterpated Hermux fears the worst
has happened. Secret identities are revealed and murders
solved as Hermux finds himself pulled into a scandal involving some of the city‘s
elite and their search for the
fountain of youth. In the end,
it is Hermux‘s newfound
courage and humble watchmaking skills that expose the
villains and their doublecrossing plans.

An excellent use of anthropomorphism allows Hoeye to represent problems
faced in our own society by
depicting them in the world of
Hermux and his fellow rodents. Hoeye explores the
limits society places on others
through stereotyping. He also
demonstrates the effects of a
greedy and beauty-obsessed
world through the characters‘
quest for the fountain of
youth. Many readers will be
able to relate to Hermux‘s
trepidation as he faces new
challenges and wonders if he
has the courage to accomplish
what he set out to do. The
diversity of characters in the

story will help a reader think
about the diversity in the real
world.
Reviewer: Kim Box
Reading Level:
Rating:
Genre:
Subject:

Tweak Tweak by Eve Bunting; illustrated by Sergio Ruzzier
Clarion Books, 2001. ISBN 9780618998517. $14.99.

To Little Elephant, the world
is a big, exciting place; how
will she fit into it? Throughout Mama Elephant‘s walk
with Little Elephant, Little
Elephant is taught and assured
that each creature has unique
talents and abilities to celebrate and enjoy. Little Elephant holds on to mother‘s
tale and if she has any questions she pulls the tail twice:
―Tweak! Tweak!‖ Little Elephant asks what the different
animals are and what they are
doing. She learns that the frog
jumps, the monkey climbs,
the crocodile swims, the butterfly flies, and songbirds
sing. Even though Little Elephant can‘t do everything the
other animals do, she learns to
value what she can do. Mama
and Little Elephant change

roles at the end of the walk;
Mama holds onto Little Elephant‘s tail and Little Elephant leads the way home.
This story encourages
readers to ask questions and
pay attention to their surroundings. Russier‘s cartoonlike watercolor illustrations
have just enough detail for
children to recognize the animal. This story invites childparticipation. Preschoolers
can help identify the animals
Little Elephant encounters or
help answer Little Elephant‘s
questions. A parent and a
child or even two children
could have their own ―little
elephant walk.‖ The young
child could squeeze the parent‘s hand twice and ask
questions about what is happening in the neighborhood.

Or teachers could use this
book also to introduce onomatopoeias to children; children could repeat the tweak,
stomp, scratch, whoosh,
swish, and roar as they occur
in the story.
Reviewer: Sandra L. Tidwell
Reading Level: Toddler;
Preschool
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Informative; Picture
Books
Subject: Animals; Onomatopoeia; Learning; Books—
Reviews
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Play Reviews
Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp
Beauty and the Beast

James and the Giant Peach

Kidnapped in London
Sleeping Beauty
The Gingerbread Man
The Nightingale

The Secret Garden
The Ukrainian Tales
The Witches

Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp by Timothy Mason; in Timothy Mason: 10 Plays for Children
Smith and Krause, Inc., 1998. ISBN 1575251205. $75 per performance. 63 p.

Lazy, ne‘er do well Aladdin
accidentally stumbles upon a
magic lamp with a genie inside who will grant his every
wish. With help from the
genie, Aladdin turns his life
around. He marries the princess and fights and conquers
the evil sorcerer who tries to
steal his lamp.
This magical, smooth
flowing script will keep audiences entertained and attentive. The characters are very
well developed and the plot
moves quickly. The mystery
of the original story is lightened with several comic mo-

ments, one in particular involving Aladdin‘s mother.
The solid retelling of this
classic tale is probably strong
enough to stand without the
―in the future‖ set up involving a character who is not
seen again in the play. The
magic described in the script
would require numerous special effects or some very
clever storytelling and staging
to replace the effects; this
would make touring the production somewhat difficult.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Adventure Plays; Fantasy
Plays; Plays
Subject: Children‘s Theatre;
Arabian Nights; Juvenile—Drama
Theme: Even the lowest can rise
above their past.
Production Requirements:
Script is written very much like a
film script and could a be full
blown production with a lot of
special effects or could be simplified with painted screens.
Acts: 2
Run Time: 1 hr. 45 min.
Characters: 19-40
Cast: 3-20 female;11-20 male
Time Period: Middle Ages

Beauty and the Beast by Timothy Mason; in Timothy Mason: 10 Plays for Children
Smith and Krause, Inc., 1998. ISBN 1575251205. 38 p.

This telling of the old fairytale stays true to the original
story. A poor merchant has
lost his fortune, and on a trip
back to the city to try to recover some of it, he loses his
way in a forest and meets a
strange half-man, half-beast.
As payment for a rose that the
merchant steals, the Beast
forces him to send his youngest daughter back to live with
him. The daughter, Beauty,
agrees, and she discovers
while living with him that the
Beast is actually gentle and
kind. After a short visit home
to her family Beauty, returns
to find the Beast injured and
on the point of death. When
she declares her love to him
and agrees to marry him, he
recovers and transforms into a
handsome prince.

Mason breathes some new
life into this classic story with
some clever staging and character choices. The Beast‘s
home is a large, tree-like
structure, and his servants
(half-man, half-beast like
himself) magically fade in
and out of the scenery. The
addition of an ―old woman‖
character that magically appears to some characters adds
mystery and magic to the
story. Beauty‘s two younger
brothers bring exuberance and
energy to the story. The two
sisters however, are flat and
predictable characters and
their suitors (probably added
for comedic effect) steer the
story off-course. A complicated light plot is necessary
for the production to help the
small vignette scenes flow
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smoothly. Because of this and
the elaborate set, this play
would not be ideal for a touring production.
Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Primary; Intermediate; Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fantasy Plays; Plays
Subject: Fairy Tales; Juvenile—
Drama
Theme: Beauty is found within.
Production Requirements: Complicated light, plot, and large,
grand set. Period costumes and
fantasy makeup required.
Acts: 2
Run Time: 75 min.
Characters: 11-18
Cast: 6 female; 4 male; 1-7 either
Time Period: 1500s-1700s
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James and the Giant Peach by Richard George
Dramatic Publishing, 1982. ISBN 0871293218. $75 per performance. 41 p.

A young boy named James
loses his parents and is forced
to live with his two mean
aunts. When a peach tree in
his yard grows a magically
gigantic peach, James climbs
inside and begins an adventure with several oversized
insects. They encounter and
solve problems and meet
magical creatures as they
travel in the peach from England to New York City where
their dreams are fulfilled.
This adaptation is very
much a cut and paste product.
Almost all of the lines are
taken word for word from the
book as well as the narration

that serves to tie the lines
together. The play still works
since Roald Dahl‘s lines are
clever and well-written, but a
little imagination from the
playwright could have eliminated at least some of the
extensive narration. Children
will definitely enjoy watching
James‘ can-do attitude and the
antics and personalities of the
large bugs. Though the story
is fantastical and elaborate,
the playwright made several
clever staging decisions—
using a spotlight as the giant
peach for example—to make
the play doable for nonprofessional companies.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Preschool; Primary
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Adventure Plays; Fantasy
Plays; Humorous Plays
Subject: Children‘s Play; Children‘s Literature; Juvenile—
Drama
Theme:
Production Requirements: Two
level playing space with lighting
to create a giant peach. Costuming
to at least suggest giant insects.
Acts: 1
Run Time: 90 min.
Characters: 21 +
Cast: 6 female; 9 men; 6+ either
Time Period: Early 1900s

Kidnapped in London by Timothy Mason; in Timothy Mason: 10 Plays for Children
Smith and Krause, Inc., 1998. ISBN 1575251205. $65 per performance. 24 p.

Set in Elizabethan England,
this play tells the story of a
young shepherd boy named
Corin who becomes separated
from his parents when in London. When Diccon Burbage,
an actor in an acting company, hears Corin singing, he
decides that Corin would do
well in the company and kidnaps him. Corin learns the
actor‘s trade and does well,
though he constantly longs to
return home. When Corin
eventually tries to escape, a
fight ensues in which Diccon
stabs and wounds one of the
other boy actors and is taken
to jail. Corin visits him there
and is told that he is free and
can go home. He decides that
he has grown to love the stage
and decides to stay.
The playwright has successfully recreated Elizabethan England with his use of

dialect and period attitudes
and thinking along with the
historical background. The
dialogue is rich and believable as well as poetic. Characters are strong and well developed. The fast paced, interesting plot will keep all audiences engaged, though the
period dialect may be difficult
for younger audiences to understand. Modern parents and
children may be somewhat
confused and concerned by
the fact that Corin decides
that he will not return home
since he doesn‘t have a
strong, concrete reason for his
choice other than that he has
decided that he enjoys acting.
The set is elaborate and would
make the show difficult to
tour and difficult for nonprofessional companies to
create, but a scaled-down
version may be possible.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Historical Plays; Plays
Subject: Elizabethan England; Black Friars; Acting;
Juvenile—Drama
Theme: Love of theatre can
lead one down new and unplanned roads.
Production Requirements:
Several platforms with levels
including a revolving platform. Period costumes and
props. A somewhat elaborate
set is called for but a more
modest design is possible.
Acts: 1
Run Time: 70 min.
Characters: 8 + ensemble
Cast: 1 female; 7 male
Time Period: Elizabethan
England
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Sleeping Beauty: A Participation Play by Moses Goldberg
Anchorage Press Plays, 2002. ISBN 9780876024164. $40 per performance. 34 p.

The play begins in the present
day with the actors preparing
to put on the show, talking
directly to the audience and
teaching them a song that they
will sing throughout the show.
Then, the classic story begins
with the king and queen hoping for a child. A daughter is
born, and at her christening,
she is cursed to fall asleep on
her sixteenth birthday for 100
years. Sleeping Beauty is next
seen at her sixteenth birthday
party where she is falling in
love with Prince Edward.
Later that day, she and her
castle fall asleep for 100 years
and are protected by the bush
during that time. After 100
years, Prince Edward‘s descendant arrives to awaken
her with a kiss.
This particular retelling of
Sleeping Beauty would be

suitable for a very young
audience, perhaps seeing a
play for the first time. The
present day introduction helps
the audience to feel comfortable and included. The dialogue clips along and the little
jokes throughout will keep the
audience laughing. A few plot
points could have been
fleshed out a bit more. For
example, there is a magical
frog at the beginning of the
play and then the frog is never
seen again. Also, for a play
with ―A Participation Play‖ in
the title, one might expect
more participation from the
audience. The audience sings
a song several times, and at
one other point give suggestions for a birthday present for
Sleeping Beauty, but that is
the extent of audience participation.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Preschool;
Primary
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Adventure Plays;
Humorous Plays; Plays
Subject: Children‘s Theatre;
Fairy Tales; Grimm Tales;
Juvenile—Drama
Theme: Love conquers all.
Production Requirements:
Can be played in the round or
large scale proscenium with a
turntable. Sound or piano
required for songs. Some special effect props needed. Fairy
tale period costumes.
Acts: 1
Run Time: 50 min.
Characters: 6-10
Cast: 2 female; 3 male; 1
either
Time Period: Present Day
and Medieval

The Gingerbread Man: A Musical Play by David Wood
Samuel French, 1977. ISBN 9780573050428. $75 per performance. 52 p.

This retelling of a gingerbread
man cookie that comes to life
does not follow the traditional
chase tale. The entire action
of the show takes place on a
kitchen counter. Characters
include Salt, Pepper, and
Cuckoo (from a cuckoo
clock). The freshly baked
gingerbread man brings some
longed-for excitement to the
kitchen counter, helps cuckoo
get his voice back, mends a
friendship with an old tea bag
and helps fight an evil mouse.
Humans (called ―Big Ones‖)
appear in the show simply as
large shadows with voices.
Ten clever songs help characterization and move the action
along.
This is a typical David
Wood show that highlights

his knowledge of what makes
good children‘s theatre. Characters are well-developed and
interesting for both adults and
children. The dialogue is
smooth and dynamic; understandable, but not simplified
for children. Although all of
the action takes place on a
shelf, the play is action
packed with dangerous climbing, a hungry mouse, and the
cuckoo‘s possible death by
poison. Clear themes and
lessons important to children
are shown such as working
together and accepting others.
The show requires a large
scale set with two levels and
oversized everyday items
making it somewhat problematic as a touring production.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Toddler;
Preschool; Primary
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Humorous Plays;
Fantasy Plays; Plays
Subject: Children‘s Plays;
Fairy Tale Characters; Musical Theatre; Juvenile—Drama
Theme: Working together
accomplishes great things.
Production Requirements:
Large, two level set with several oversize set pieces. Character costumes pieces. Lighting and sound special effects.
Acts: 2
Run Time: 90 min.
Characters: 6
Cast: 2 female; 4 male
Time Period: Present Day
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The Nightingale by Timothy Mason
Smith and Krause, Inc., 1998. ISBN 1575251205. 17 p.

This play script consists of a
short Proverb story followed
by the classic tale of The
Nightingale by Hans Christian
Anderson. The Proverb is the
story of a newly married man
who wishes to cross a stream
with his new bride but is in
such a hurry that he is constantly forgets passengers.
The text of The Nightingale is
taken almost exactly from the
original story by Anderson
with a few cuttings and character changes. The emperor of
China who lives in a beautiful
porcelain palace discovers the
Nightingale‘s song, and its
music makes him happy.
When a mechanical nightingale is given to the emperor
as a present and valued
highly by the emperor and
his court, the real nightingale is sad and leaves the
court. Years later, when the
emperor is ill and on his

death bed, the bird returns
to sing to him and brings
him back to health. An
original score is also available for the show.
In this retelling, all spoken
dialogue is told by a narrator
and all parts are played by
actors in the style of Peking
Opera. The story and style
will keep young children
attentive and will also interest audience of all ages.
Although all dialogue is
spoken by one actor, the
storyteller style of writing is
flowing and easy to listen
to. The script calls for a
minimalistic set made of
fabric and screens, making
it suitable for touring. However, the play also invites
creativity and a more lavish
production. Knowledge of
Peking Opera is required to
produce this play.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Preschool; Primary; Intermediate
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fantasy Plays; Plays
Subject: Hans Christian Anderson; Fairy Tales; Children‘s Theater; Juvenile—Drama
Theme: Hold on to what is most
dear.
Production Requirements: Set
can be minimalistic using only
screens and fabric. Peking Opera
style costumes, makeup, dance
and music required.
Acts: 2
Run Time: 1 hr.
Characters: 12
Cast: 3+ female; 5+ male
Time Period: China‘s Golden
Age

The Secret Garden by Thomas W. Olson
Plays for Young Audiences, 1983. $65 per performance. 54 p.

Basically following the classic children‘s story by Frances Hodgson Burnett, this
play tells of Mary, a young
orphan who has been living in
India. She is sent to live with
her uncle in a secluded mansion which holds many dark
and mysterious secrets. While
there, Mary discovers a garden that was locked up ten
years ago by her uncle.
Through the process of working hard in the garden, and
with the influence of a few
kind people that she meets,
Mary changes from a sullen,
rude girl to a sweet and kind
one. She also helps her
cousin, who has been crippled
since birth, to recover.
While keeping basic plot
elements the same, the playwright takes some liberties
with dialogue and sequences.
The changes somewhat alter
characters and may be a bit

jarring to those who know the
story well. The script also
focuses heavily on the beginning of the story —Colin and
Dickon are not seen until the
second half. Thus, the second
half feels rushed and thrown
together as the remainder of
the major plot points come in
quick succession. The dialogue is well-written and
flowing and characters are
developed nicely.
The script contains some
interesting sequences and
flash back scenes and utilizes
sound and light special effects
to heighten the drama of some
scenes. Because of these special effects, the play would be
difficult to do on a smallscale. A turntable is called
for, if not absolutely necessary, and large scale sets,
lighting, and sound are
needed.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Plays
Subject: Children‘s Theatre;
Children‘s Literature; Gardens;
Juvenile—Drama
Theme: Love can overcome
despair.
Production Requirements: Period costumes and sets. Lighting
and sound special effects. Turntable valuable with large set.
Acts: 2
Run Time: 90 min.
Characters: 10
Cast: 4 female; 6 male
Time Period: Late 1800s
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The Ukrainian Tales by Timothy Mason; in Timothy Mason: 10 Plays for Children
Smith and Krause, Inc., 1998. ISBN 1575251205. $65 per performance.

The play begins with the
charming premise of a group
of traveling Ukrainian playactors who have just arrived
in a village to present a play.
The only English is spoken by
the Bandurist, the teller of
stories or the narrator. All of
the other actors speak a small
amount of Ukrainian. They
first set up for and then perform the story of Pan Kotsky,
a lazy cat. His wife, the fox,
eventually tricks all the other
forest animals into believing
that Pan Kotsky is the fiercest
animal in the forest. After the
performance is over, the Bandurist tricks the play-actors
into telling a real-life version
of the folktale The Chatterbox.
This play offers great
scope for cultural exploration

with language, costumes, and
customs. It also provides lots
of fun opportunities for nonverbal acting with the Ukrainian characters. This nonverbal acting is especially
suitable in a Theatre for
Young Audiences piece. The
jokes, storytelling, dancing,
and music will be enjoyable
for a young audience and will
keep their attention. The fact
that the Bandurist talks directly to the audience will
also keep them involved. The
two folktales included in the
play are lively and fun and
showcase the play-actor characters. The minimal set and
production requirements
make this an ideal show for
touring.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level: Primary;
Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Humorous Plays;
Plays
Subject: Ukrainian Folk
Tales; Storytellers; Traveling
Players; Juvenile—Drama
Theme: Things are not always
what they seem.
Production Requirements:
Painted flats, simple costumes.
Acts: 1
Run Time: 55 min.
Characters: 14
Cast: 2 female; 2 male; 5
either
Time Period: 1600s-1800s

The Witches by David Wood
Staying mainly true to the
novel by Roald Dahl, Wood‘s
adaptation follows the story
of a little boy and his grandmother and their fight to save
the children of England from
witches who want to turn
them all into mice. This adaptation divides the story into
seven small plays. Each play
includes a narrator which
helps to tie them all together
and also permits each play to
stand alone.
This collection of plays
would be very well suited for
young actors—particularly in
a school setting to be divided

among classes. Each play has
interesting characters, good
plot structure, and flexible
casting requirements that
could accommodate groups of
different sizes. The script also
includes helpful prop lists and
set and costume requirements
for each play. Wood‘s typically engaging writing and
well-developed characters
make this play suitable for
more experienced actors as
well. Some puppet work and
trick staging are needed to
bring the magical quality of
the story to life.

Reviewer: Rebeca Wallin
Reading Level:
Rating:
Genre:
Subject:
Theme:
Production Requirements:
Acts:
Run Time:
Characters:
Cast:
Time Period:
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A Teen’s Take
A Teen’s Take contains longer analyses of books written by the target audience: teens.

A take on Scott Westerfield’s Uglies by Courtney Tanner
Under the spoon is the swirly mixture of broth and vegetables that constitute my bowl of soup.
Under the fork is the crisp and crunchy lettuce of the tomato-topped Caesar salad piled on my
plate. And under the knife is my ugly face, my former identity, and my pathetic selfconsciousness. In Scott Westerfield‘s Uglies being undergoing plastic surgery to be supermodel
gorgeous is the everyday norm. In this society, when you turn ―sweet sixteen,‖ you don‘t get a
car—you get to leave Uglyville and go across the river to New Pretty Town. However, before you
get there, you first need to take a detour to your operation where plastic surgeons are trained to
make you skinny and pretty . . . for life.
The story of Uglies follows the life and friendship of Tally and Shay, two girls on the verge of
their sixteenth birthdays and the subsequent operation. The city was designed to stop the hatred
and destruction of the old ―rusty‖ people, those that fought wars and almost destroyed the world.
The city believes that by turning everyone pretty it will eliminate those problems. However, on
the night before her operation, Shay changes her mind about becoming pretty and runs away from
the city to Smoke, a civilization in the wild where everyone stays ugly, an act which is forbidden
by city wardens. She leaves a note for Tally, in code, telling her how to find the Smoke if she too
changs her mind. But the wardens find out and force Tally to make a decision between staying
ugly in a pretty world or following Shay and exposing Smoke. Since Tally has been brought up to
trust that beauty is everything, she chooses to find Shay and turn her in along with the rest of the
Smoke civilization.
In this novel, English mechanisms are plentiful. Westerfield plays with syntax. When a situation
is calm and under control the sentences are extensive. However, when the action picks up sentences become shorter and more dramatic. In the city, Westerfield uses colloquial diction as he
plays on the carefree, pretty mentality. When Tally emerges into the wild there is a shift to archaic
diction that fits the situation better. The use of metaphors throughout the book enables creative
comparisons. In the beginning, Westerfield compares the beautiful pink color of the sky to the
hues of cat vomit. By using these tropes and schemes, he draws emphasis to key points in the plot.
The end of the novel is developed by oxymorons, as the seemingly ―wild‖ life becomes more
civilized than the city, and readers will begin to unravel the shifts in Tally‘s mind of the true cost
of what it means to be pretty. The denouement is a sequence of events that lead to a jaw-dropping
test of Tally‘s new alliance.
Westerfield compares our world with the ―rusty‖ people and. allows an insight, with a futuristic
approach, to what our world could become if we fall susceptible to total war. The real-life implications of Westerfield‘s work are phenomenally frightening and make for worthwhile reading.
This book is a masterpiece of futuristic writings and is an essential read for all ages to learn that
beauty truly isn‘t everything and the only thing that should be going under the knife is a savory,
juicy steak to accompany your soup and salad.

The next books in the Uglies series:
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The Civil War: The Final Years by Jim Ollhoff
ABDO Publishing, 2012. 32 p.

Jim Ollhoff has written an attractive volume dealing with the last two years of the Civil War. This
short book includes many photographs, illustrations, and maps to aid young readers in understanding the text. While it is challenging to write a short book on such a large topic, Mr. Ollhoff
has done an admiral job in keeping the narrative lively and in covering the main points of the
topic. He does justice to many of the leaders and makes a point to include the contribution of
many African-Americans, including the important leadership of Frederick Douglass to the Union
war effort. The focus of the book tends to favor the Union perspective, and most of the arguments
address the means by which the North won the war, but the Confederacy is given some treatment
as well.
The challenge in writing a short book on a large topic is to maintain accuracy. While oversimplifications are unavoidable, and Ollhoff has done well in most respects, the text suffers from needless
factual errors. The text gives a description of the Battle of the Wilderness, but calls it the
―Wilderness Campaign‖ (p. 8). There was a big difference between the three-day battle and the
six-week campaign. The book also states that siege of Petersburg ―was the first time trench warfare had been used to such a great extent‖ (p. 10). Extensive trenches had been used many times
before including the Siege of Vienna in 1683, and it is doubtful that the trenches in the Civil War
were more impressive.
The most factual errors in the book relate to the discussion of politics. The text states that
McClellan ran against Lincoln in 1864 to recognize the Confederacy if elected (p. 20), but
McClellan said he would do no such thing. The text states that ―Lincoln won the 1864 election in
a landslide‖ (p. 20), but Lincoln won by 55 percent of the vote. This was a solid victory, but it
was no landslide. Some of the mistakes are glaring: ―In February 1865 Jefferson Davis offered a
peace deal . . . [but] the peace conference never took place‖ (p. 20); The Hampton Roads Peace
Conference, however, did take place on February 3, 1865, when Lincoln met with delegates sent
by Davis. The text states that when Andrew Johnson became president, ―Lincoln‘s plans for unifying the country were tossed out‖ (p. 28). In reality, Johnson supported Lincoln‘s 10 percent plan
and his Amnesty Oath of 1863, and the new president also pardoned many thousands of former
Confederates much as Lincoln was planning to do.
Overall, the book is well done, but it includes too many errors to recommend to young readers.

Review by Albert Winkler of Brigham Young University
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The Civil War Weapons by Jim Ollhoff
ABDO Publishing, 2012. 32 p.

The contents of any factual book for young readers should be a combination of attractiveness and
accuracy, so the child will be both entertained and informed. Jim Ollhoff has produced a nicelooking book on the weapons used during the American Civil War. Many black and white, vintage and modern colored photographs grace the pages of this attractive book. Anyone glancing at
this work will be struck by the entertaining images presented throughout.
The problems with the book relate to its focus and accuracy. A short book on weapons of the
Civil War should concentrate on the devices that were used most frequently; revolvers were carried by almost all officers and many enlisted men, but they are hardly mentioned in the text. Devices such as balloons, submarines, and Gatling guns which had little impact on the war are given
far more attention than they deserve.
While books for young readers must suffer from over simplifications, the text suffers from many
factual errors and needlessly repeated information. For example, a discussion of how a Civil War
musket was loaded is introduced on page 8, but the real description of the loading of the weapon
is presented on page 10.
Misleading or questionable statements are found throughout the book. Here are a few: Ollhoff
states that the weapons of the Civil War meant that this war had more in common with World
War I than the Napoleonic wars (p. 5). The rate of fire for a soldier at the time of Napoleon was
the same as that of the Civil War, about two to three shots per minute, while a Mauser rifle could
easily shoot fifteen rounds per minute in World War I. At the same time, the Maxim machine gun
shot 600 rounds per minute. There was a huge difference between the Civil War and World War I
in firepower.
Ollhoff mentions that wadding was placed in the musket after the ball was placed on the powder
to keep the bullet from falling out (p. 8). Actually, the wadding was placed between the powder
and the ball to keep the gasses from blowing past the projectile, thus causing a loss in velocity.
Also, the author needs to be more careful with his word choice. He incessantly uses the term
―strategy‖ when he is clearly referring to ―tactics.‖
The need for oversimplifications in books for young readers is no excuse for inaccurate information and sloppy composition. Ollhoff‘s book is fine to look at, but it will mislead and perhaps
confuse anyone who reads it.
Review by Albert Winkler of Brigham Young University
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